
Creating intellectual 
prosperity

Global IP Partner
AWA is a leading consultancy firm in Intellectual Property with presence in both Europe and Asia. Our 
clients are innovative universities and companies from all major industries across the world. They range 
from start-ups over SMEs to Fortune 500 corporations, including owners of many of the world’s most 
valuable brands and patent portfolios.

With 180 IP consultants, we can offer the combined strength of an IP law firm and a patent agency. Our 
patent attorneys, of which many hold a PhD, cover all technical areas, so no matter if you work with nuclear 
energy or the latest developments within pharmaceuticals we can match you with the right team of 
experts. 

We operate by three core values: courage, openness, and passion. We dare to be different, make tough 
choices and blaze new trails. Our openness to new perspectives means great ideas will not be passed by – 
and with specialists in law and technology focused solely on creating business opportunities for our clients, 
our team is nothing if not ambitious. We are forever finding new ways to make our clients more successful. 



Our services 
We offer our clients a full scope of IP services: from patents to trademarks and copyright; from prosecution 
to litigation; from licensing agreements to analyses and renewals – on a strategic, operational and 
administrative level.

AWA Asia
Our sister company AWA Asia, with 20 employees 
on the ground in Beijing and Hong Kong, assists 
international companies with all their IP and legal 
needs in Asia and Europe.

AWA Aftermarket Services
Management of global renewal payments of IP 
Rights. AWA Aftermarket Services provides secure 
and efficient management of IP portfolios in all 
renewal related matters performed by highly 
experienced and professional staff.

AWA Strategy
AWA Strategy is a new business area, focusing on 
the strategic and commercial aspects of intellectual 
property. AWA Strategy supports companies by 
injecting business acumen into IP operations.

AWA Innovation
Another new business area is AWA Innovation, 
supporting clients in innovation and branding 
projects, IP portfolio management and change 
projects related to IP culture.
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